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Music students represent DSU in Washington, D.C. and Germany
Posted: September 29, 2009

September 18, 2009
A choir student and four brass musicians ? all from Delaware State University ? continued their musical
development on the respective stages of Washington, D.C. and in Germany.
James Henry DeShields represented DSU as he sang with the 2009 concert of the 105 Voices of History
National Choir, which performed on Aug. 30 at the John F. Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
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combined 105 outstanding vocalists from historically black colleges and universities across the country to
form a remarkable and powerful choir.
Mr. DeShields said it was a great opportunity for him to experience different singing styles.
?I learned that singing should not only be a pastime, but should also express one?s inner passion and talent,?
Mr. DeShields said. ?Under the direction of four national conductors, we, the 105 Voices of History
National Choir were introduced to different conducting styles and techniques.?
The DSU Brass Quintet also had a memorable summer experience as one of the invited ensembles to attend
and perform at the Lichtenberg Brass Festival at the renowned Haus Marteau Chamber Music Institute of
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to promote the festival concert the following evening.
During the concert the DSU Quintet performed a stirring rendition of ?Remember Me,? in which they not
only played their instruments, but also sang a verse.
?The concert took place on the ruins of a castle built on the highest spot in the center of the village,? said Dr.
Patrick Hoffman, DSU assistant professor of music and the quintet?s director. ?The weather all week had
been perfect and continued into that night to create the perfect atmosphere for an open-air concert.?
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